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When, Not If, The ‘Big One’ Rocks The City Of Angels:
An Analysis of the Potential Effects of a Catastrophic Earthquake in the City Of Los Angeles

Abstract
Many agree that Los Angeles is long overdue for the ‘Big One.’ A recent study showed that the
last ‘Big One,’ a 7.9 Earthquake, hit the area about 153 years ago. Scientists and researchers
affirm the belief that the next ‘Big One’ is long overdue and should be expected anytime now.
With over 4 million people living in the City of Los Angeles, it is estimated that a big earthquake
could be fatal for 2,000-50,000 people and cause billions of dollars in damage throughout
Southern California. The City of Los Angeles has developed on and around many active fault
lines that are likely to break or slip leading to the destructive release of pressure from the Earth’s
surface. Knowing the locations of active faults is vital for planners and emergency managers
alike. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has proven to be a vital tool not only for scientists
and researchers, but also for policy makers and city planners. This research project utilizes
ArcMap 10.1 to analyze and provide visual aids in order to examine the potential hazard-areas in
the City of Los Angeles in the event of a catastrophic earthquake.
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Research Question
What would the prospective effect of an earthquake along the quaternary faults located in the
City of Los Angeles have on emergency response by the Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD),
and are there areas that could potentially provide safer alternates for new Fire Station locations?

Policy Question
Do City of Los Angeles policy officials need to consider having a strategic plan and back-up fire
stations to respond to emergencies in the event of a large scale earthquake that could cripple citywide emergency response services? What else can be done to ensure the survival of the greatest
number of citizens of the City of Los Angeles?

Background
Many agree that Los Angeles is long overdue for the ‘Big One.’ It is estimated that over the last
700 years, strong earthquakes have rocked the Los Angeles area every 45-144 years. A recent
study showed that the last ‘Big One,’ a 7.9 Earthquake, hit the area about 153 years ago.
Scientists and researchers from University of California at Irvine and Arizona State University
have and continue to study and examine the geological record stretching back 700 years along
the fault line 100 miles northwest of Los Angeles. The study affirms the belief that the next ‘Big
One’ is long overdue and should be expected anytime now. With over 4 million people living in
the City of Los Angeles, it is estimated that a big earthquake could be fatal for 2,000-50,000
people and cause billions of dollars in damage throughout Southern California. While scientists
predict that there will be a big one soon, they can only speculate on how soon.

Introduction
GIS allows the user to identify the City of Los Angeles boundary, the quaternary faults that are
within the boundary, fire stations located in high-risk areas, and low-risk areas that could be
potential locations for new or alternate fire station locations. The analysis takes the City of Los
Angeles boundary, LAFD fire station addresses, and LAFD response times, and analyzes their
respective relation to the quaternary fault lines. Instead of doing a scenario analysis, the intention
of this analysis displays all possible areas of risk in the events of large scale earthquakes across
Los Angeles.
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City of Los Angeles
The City of Los Angeles is located in the County of Los Angeles in Southern California with an
area of about 470 square miles. The City of Los Angeles is home to over 4 million residents and
hosts approximately 400,000 businesses within its 470 square miles. Aside from maintaining
systems for sanitation, utilities, land usage, housing, and transportation, the City of Los Angeles
holds the civic responsibility to protect its public and ensure that its citizens are ready to respond
to and recover from a natural or man-made emergency or disaster. The City of Los Angeles is
prone to 13 of 16 possible natural and man-made disasters and threats as defined by the Robert
T. Stafford Act (FEMA 592, 2007). It is most commonly prone to wildfires, flooding, mudslides
and earthquakes. Since the City faces many threats, the importance of preparedness cannot be
overlooked.

Each of the layers used in
this analysis references a
dataset that is stored in the
format of a geodatabase,
coverage, shapefile, raster,
excel, etc. For most of the
maps used in this analysis,
the “City of Los Angeles
Boundary” file was used as
a base map. To help the map
reader understand the
locality of this polygon, it is
shown in relation to the
“County of Los Angeles”
file as seen in Figure 1.
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Fire Station Locations
As of 2013, the Los Angeles Fire Department is organized into Bureaus of Operations and two
Divisions of Operations: The South Division (Division 2) and the North Division (Division 3).
Each Bureau is commanded by a Deputy Chief. Each Division is commanded by an Assistant
Chief, who commands a total of 8 Battalions each. Each Battalion, a grouping covered by
approximately 6 Fire Stations, is commanded by a Battalion Chief. The LAFD's two Divisions
and sixteen Battalions command a total of 106 Fire Stations, located throughout the city. The
locations are show below in Figure 2.
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Fault Analysis
Relative distances from fault lines provide a vital and likely indicator of possible damage that
could be expected in the event of a large-scale earthquake. Using Euclidian Distance, a map can
be generated to show the quaternary fault lines within the City of Los Angeles. This fault data
provides the point of analysis for the rest of the project. Using the “Quaternary Faults” data set
provided by the U.S. Geological Survey, a map was created in which the “Buffer Tool” was used
to simulate the Euclidian Distance Tool in the ArcToolbox in ArcMap. The Buffer Tool allowed
for ArcMap to create straight line distances from the faults at 0.2 mile intervals and 1 mile
intervals similar to the analytical tool that the Euclidian Distance Tool provided by the Spatial
Analyst Toolbox. (See Figure 3)
Euclidian Distance: The measurable distance between two points, and given by the
Pythagorean formula. By using this formula as distance, Euclidean space becomes a
metric space.
•

c = √a2 + b2
𝑎2 + 𝑏2 = 𝑐 2

Calculation of straight-line distance

o From one cell to the nearest source
o Cell center to cell center
o Map output measurements in 1/5th miles and 1 mile(s)
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Fire Department Response-time Analysis
In order to come to such a bold conclusion as the Los Angeles Times did with their assertion that
the Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) risks the livelihood of those Angelenos residing near
the city borders, their staff had to process and analyze over a million publicly-available records
in period spanning more than 62 months from 2007 to 2012 for areas where more than five
incidents occurred. Amazingly, these million records or so actually took quite a bit of refining to
get down to, as the original data obtained from the LAFD contained over 42 million rows in the
file. After resolving some defects within the LAFD’s Computer-Aided Design (CAD) system
and focusing solely on medical situations forwarded through 9-1-1 calls that actually resulted in
a rescuer being dispatched, the LA Times still had to exclude certain skewing outliers and
illogical data produced through the CAD system. In order to map the data after it was condensed
down, The Times had to use geocoding to convert each address reported per dispatch to specific
mapping coordinates, leading to a success rate of “98.3% of the 442,338 distinct addresses in the
LAFD database.” Among the remaining, 1.7% or so that was unable to be mapped, and thus
excluded from the data, were Los Angeles freeway incidents due to the indecipherable jargon
used by the LAFD in reference to these locations.

From the resulting maps, the LA Times came to several conclusions. The most important finding
was that “911 callers within a quarter mile of the city border are nearly 50% more likely to wait
more than 10 minutes for rescue crews to arrive.” The significance of this finding can be found
through numerous federal and medical standards regarding response times. Federal guidelines
require that first responders arrive in less than five minutes 90% of the time. While this number
may seem arbitrary at first glance, it is clarified with the statement that cardiac arrests can cause
permanent brain damage within four minutes after the heart stops. When minutes, and even
seconds, become crucial in determining the difference in saving and losing the life of a
vulnerable individual, it is justifiable that the LA Times made such a bold move to point out that
LAFD so often fails to meet federal and medical standards mainly due to their aversion to calling
on LA county stations that are often closer to these locations on the city’s borders.

Having received the LA Times data, it proved difficult to process in Excel, and especially in
ArcMap. The data size kept causing both programs to crash unexpectedly and cease to respond.
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Therefore, using the filter functions in Excel, the data was first sorted in chronological order
based upon response times, from quickest to slowest. Based upon this, there were several rows of
data grouped together that had no response times and were thus excluded. Next, due to the sheer
size of the data within one workbook/sheet and the desire to split response times up for color
coding purposes, the times were further filtered in increments of one to several minutes and
made into individual excel files. The end result was eight different time ranges, of which the first
three made up the crucial 4-minute medical mark, encompassing 27.9% of responses. The fifth
range was the 04:00.0 minute to 04:59.9 minute range that, when combined with the previous
three ranges, comprises the federal requirement for 90% of responses. Unfortunately for the
LAFD, this only made up about 800,000 responses out of the more than 1.2 million reported, or
just over 65% of the total responses. (See Figure 4)

Source: http://graphics.latimes.com/how-fast-is-lafd/#10/33.9997/-118.7952
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Due to unforeseen issues involving the geocoding of LAFD response-time data, in an effort to
reproduce similar data representation as the one produced by the Los Angeles Times, a model
was created to replicate the analysis referenced above.

Consequently, I decided that I would create buffers around the Los Angeles Fire Stations to
represent the response-times that the LA Times analyzed. I created Buffers of 0.5 miles
indicated in the color “Light Apple,” 0.75miles indicated by the color “Tudor Rose ,” 1 mile
indicated by the color “Violet Dust,” and 2 Miles indicated by the color “Aster Purple” around
each fire station. (See Figure 5)
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Conclusions – Findings, Recommendations, and Limitations
Findings
One important element to analyze based on the combination of these varying data sources is the
location of various fire department stations in proximity to fault lines throughout the city. It is
estimated that 42 fire stations fall within high risk areas in relation to the quaternary faults.
Considering the high number of stations in potentially-hazardous fault zones, it is reasonable to
assert that those stations would be put in an equally-unstable situation as any other resident in the
area if a high-magnitude earthquake occurred in that area. Not to mention that the dispatchers
probably would not get very far if the faults were to uproot or otherwise destroy any roads
leading to surrounding emergency locations. This kind of situation would lead to reliance on
other surrounding fire stations, increasing response times even further in this time of emergency,
especially if the emergency happened to occur near the border of the city and the LAFD
happened to continue its proven reluctance from calling on help from neighboring LA County
Fire Department stations. (See Figure 6)
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Recommendations
In light of recent disasters such as Hurricane Sandy, the 2011 Tornado Outbreaks in the
Midwest, and Hurricane Katrina, the importance of preparedness cannot be overlooked. If these
recent events have taught Los Angeles anything, it is that while first responders have the
responsibility to respond in disaster situations, they too could be affected by such events such as
severe damage to existing fire stations, rigs, trucks, response vehicles, equipment, roads, and
bridges. This being the case, policy makers, city managers, and emergency managers need to
emphasis to the citizens of the City of Los Angeles that while first responders will be on the way
to help, the time frame can vary greatly. In this particular type of situation, it could be days
before a first responder can come to any given person’s aid. As tough as the situation may be, it
is important for citizens to be prepared to be on their own for at least 2-3 days. This means that
citizens should have enough food, water, and supplies per every person, as well as basic medical
supplies and knowledge on how to use them. Secondly, this analysis reveals areas that could
possibly provide alternate areas for future Fire Stations further from dangerous quaternary faults
and in better division between those faults to have ample coverage in any given area that may be
left on its own due to the ensuing damage to roads in case of a large earthquake.

Limitations of this Analysis
The biggest limitation to this analysis is the lack of availability of Spatial Analyst in ArcMap. If
Spatial Analyst were available, the Euclidian Distance Tool could have been used in lieu of the
Buffer tool. If the Euclidian Distance Tool was available, the tool could have provided a risk
analysis using an If/Then/Else function. Using the Spatial Analyst tools would have provided a
more detailed and analytical representation of the data; not to mention, as well as save a bit of
time. Similarly, another big limitation to this analysis resided in the resources available. The FD
Response-Time data that I received was very large and my computer crashed repeatedly while
trying to process the data, necessitating the data to be separated into smaller files. Once this was
completed, the geocoding process was still difficult to complete on my operating system that
could not process such large files.
If the project timeline allowed it, I would have wanted to use the exact response times that the
LA Times used on the interactive map provided on their website, instead of the model created as
a substitute.
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FIGURE 4

Source: http://graphics.latimes.com/how-fast-is-lafd/#10/33.9997/-118.7952
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